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Scaling of thermal hysteresis at nematic-smectic-A phase transition in a binary mixture
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The photon transmission method was applied to study the scaling of thermal hysteresis at the nematic-
smectic-A transition in a binary mixture of 4-ethoxy-48-~6-vinyloxyhexyloxyl! azobenzene monomer, smecto-
gen, and 4-hexoxy-38-methly-48-~6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy! azobenzene. The thermal hysteresis loops were ob-
tained under linearly varying temperature. It has been found that the areaA of the hysteresis loops scales with
the temperature scanning rateR asA5A01bRn with the exponentn equal to 0.692, which is consistent with
the (F2)3 field theoretical model value within the experimental resolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although hysteresis is a ubiquitous phenomenon in fi
order phase transitions, it is a complex process of a dyna
and nonlinear nature which eludes serious treatment b
experimentally and theoretically. However, phase transiti
driven by a time-dependent external field have recently
ceived considerable interest. Theoretical@1–11# and experi-
mental@12,13# studies have demonstrated that the areaA of
the hysteresis loops can obey the scaling form

A'H0
aVb ~1!

for the amplitudeH0 and frequencyV of the applied field.
Rao et al. @1,2#, using a time-dependent Ginzburg-Land
theory of a nonconserved order parameter in large-N limit
with a periodic magnetic field, obtained hysteresis loops
the area scaling which is universal for both O(N)-symmetric
(F2)2 and (F2)3 models. In addition to magnetic hysteres
thermal hysteresis has also been investigated preliminarl
Rao and Pandit@2# in the (F2)3 model. The areas of the
thermal hysteresis loops also scale with the amplitude
low values of the periodically oscillating temperature. B
the value of the exponenta is different from the one for
magnetic hysteresis loops. It should be noted that, exp
mentally, a more easily realizable way of varying the te
perature is by changing it linearly, rather than periodica
Zhong and Zhang@11# obtained the thermal hysteresis loo
under linearly varying temperature by using (F2)3 model
with O(N) symmetry. They showed that the enclosed areaA
of the hysteresis loops scale with the rate of tempera
scanningR as

A5A01bRn, ~2!

wheren, the scaling exponent, approaches two thirds wh
is universal for both the mean-field and field theoretical m
els concerned,A0 andb are constants. Furthermore, therm
hysteresis has been studied experimentally in various
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tems including liquid crystals@14–16#, ferromagnetic single
crystals @17#, and k-carrageenan-water system@18,19#. To
the best of our knowledge, there has not been any system
experimental study of scaling of thermal hysteresis w
temperature scanning rate in liquid crystalline materia
In this work, we present experimental results of therm
hysteretic behavior of a binary mixture of 4-ethox
48-~6-vinyloxyhexyloxyl! azobenzene monomer~VE!,
which is smectogen, and 4-hexoxy-38-methly-
48-~6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy! azobenzene monomer~AH!,
which by itself exhibits no liquid crystalline behavior. W
study how the shape and area of the hysteresis loops de
on the scanning rate of the linearly varying temperature d
ing the nematic (N)-smectic-A ~Sm-A) transition by usingin
situ ultraviolet/visible~UV/vis! photon transmission metho
which has previously been described@20–22#.

II. EXPERIMENT

AH and VE monomers were synthesized by Serhatlı a
Serhatlı at the Chemistry Department at ITU. Details a
reported in Refs.@23# for the former and@24# for the latter.
The structural formula of VE and AH are shown in Fig.
The monomers were used without additional purification
ter having been synthesized. The liquid-crystalline bina

FIG. 1. The structural formula of~a! VE, ~b! AH.
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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mixture samples were sandwiched separately between
glass plates with Mylar spacers to define the cell thickn
('20 mm). The binary mixture preparation has been d
scribed elsewhere @25#. The reference surfaces o
sandwiched-cell samples were cleaned carefully by using
cohol and acetone, then they were washed by deionized
bidistilled water in an ultrasonic bath. Sandwiched cells w
filled by capillary action with the liquid-crystalline binar
mixtures. This was done at temperatures above the clea
point to prevent flow alignment of the director. The plan
orientation was achieved by rubbing the surfaces of the sa
wiched cells with diamond paste in order to avoid multid
main structure. Planar orientation of the smectic phase
achieved by cooling down the preliminary oriented nema
phase.

In situ photon transmission measurements were p
formed at 750 nm wavelength using a Jasco V-530 UV/
spectrophotometer in time-course mode. The binary mixt
samples were separately placed within the spectrophotom
and another glass plate was used as a standard for all t
mitted photon intensity measurements. A background co
was carried out using two glass plates beforein situ measure-
ments. The temperature was measured using an ETC-5
Peltier temperature controller unit equipped with an ET
505S Peltier thermostatted cell holder and with a Poly S
ence 8001 programmable circulator. The linear depende
of temperature on time was confirmed by the tim
temperature calibration curve performed byDMA-509 DNA
melting software package. The block diagram of the exp
mental setup is shown in Fig. 2. We identified the structure
the mesophases by optical microscopy using a polarizing
croscope Olympus BHSP.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The thermal hysteresis loops were obtained by monitor
the transmitted photon intensityI tr from the binary mixture
samples upon heating and cooling as a function of temp
ture T during theN–Sm-A and the Sm-A-N transitions for
the samples having different weight percentages of liqu

FIG. 2. The block diagram of the experimental setup.
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crystalline monomer VE. XVE is defined as the
weight percentage of VE in the binary mixture. The hyst
esis loops have been obtained for the samples prep
with XVE50.6,0.7,0.8, and 0.9. Temperature was driv
linearly with prescribed scan rates R50.02,
0.039,0.043,0.053,0.067,0.072, and 0.091 °C/sec and tr
mitted photon intensity measurements were repeated to
duce the hysteresis loops at differentR values. Figures 3~a!–
3~d! show a family of hysteresis loops at different scan ra
for various binary VE1AH mixtures. These results were re
producible, i.e., the maximum difference between any d
points of the different runs was about 0.5%. In Fig. 3, it
seen that the areas of the hysteresis loops increase as the
rate of the temperature is increased. In order to quan
these results, the areasA of the loops have been produced f
different scanning ratesR and compositionsXVE . The data
were then fitted to the scaling form given in Eq.~2!. In Table
I, the scaling exponentsn for differentXVE compositions are
presented. As seen in Table I, the exponentn for XVE50.6
and 0.8 samples is quite close to the value given by Zh
and Zhang in Ref.@11#; however, for XVE50.7 and 0.9
samples there is a deviation from the value given in R
@11#. The scaling behavior of the loop areas for variousXVE
compositions on a log-log scale is presented in Fig. 4, wh
it is clearly seen that all lines possess nearly the same sl
The average of the scaling exponentn was found to be 0.692
which is in good agreement with the model in Ref.@11#

FIG. 3. The thermal hysteresis loops at various scan ratesR for
VE1AH mixtures ~a!XVE50.6, ~b!XVE50.7, ~c!XVE50.8, ~d!
XVE50.9.
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within the experimental resolution. As seen Figs. 3~a!–3~d!,
it is worthwhile to note that the difference in the transmitt
photon intensities of the nematic and smecticA phases arises
since director fluctuations make the former turbid. In sm
tics twist and bend are expelled by the presence of a non
layer-compression modulusB, hence smectics are less turb
than nematics. In effect, the hysteresis measured is that o
layer-compression modulusB. B describes the elasti
changes in the layer thickness. de Gennes has shown thB
is proportional to the square of the magnitude of the sme
order parameter@26#. Furthermore, Zhong and Zhang als
obtained the thermal hysteresis loops in the plane of the
duced temperature and its conjugate variable@11#. Their vari-
able s conjugate to the reduced temperature is also pro
tional M2. The areas of the hysteresis loops in the pla
mentioned above obey the scaling relation given by Eq.~2!
with n52/3. SinceB;ucu2, the hysteresis measured in th
work is that of the conjugate variableI tr;ucu2. Here it
should be noted that the scaling behavior is universal for
thermal hysteresis loops studied here. As shown in Fig. 3,
shape of the loops varies with binary compositionsXVE . For
example, the loops forXVE50.6 and 0.8 are more symmetr
cal than the loops forXVE50.7 and 0.9 samples. Moreover,

TABLE I. The scaling exponentn for various VE1AH mixtures
@refer to Eq.~2!#.

XVE n

0.6 0.67260.008
0.7 0.76660.05
0.8 0.70160.04
0.9 0.62960.005

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the areaA versus temperature scannin
rateR. Note that the constant termA0 has been substracted to giv
straight lines.
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is worth noting that we observed a collapse of the hyster
loops at a ‘‘critical’’ XVE* composition, governed by the con
dition XVE,XVE* 50.6. Although the area of the hysteres
loops decreases asXVE goes towards the tricritical poin
XVE50.9 @24#, one is unable to observe any scaling relati
between the areas of the loops andXVE compositions. The
scaling exponentn is found to be independent of compos
tion XVE .

Furthermore, it is possible to define the hysteresis wi
as DT5uTAN2TNAu where TAN and TNA are the Sm-A-N
~upon heating! and theN-Sm-A ~upon cooling! transition
temperatures, respectively. TheTAN andTNA transition tem-
peratures were determined from the peak positions of
first derivative of theI tr(T) curves at different scan rates fo
eachXVE composition~see Fig. 5!. It is interesting to inves-
tigate whether there is a scaling relation between the hys
esis widthDT and the scan rate R. The hysteresis width d
obtained in this work over the entire range are consist
with the following scaling law

DT'Rb, ~3!

whereb is the scaling exponent. The scaling exponents
produced for eachXVE composition by fitting theDT data to
the double logarithmic form of Eq.~3!. Log-log plots of the
hysteresis width versus scan rateR for various VE1AH mix-
tures are shown in Fig. 6. Table II presents the produ

FIG. 5. The first derivativeI tr curves versus temperature at di
ferent temperature scanning rate for VE1AH mixtures ~a! XVE

50.6, ~b! XVE50.7, ~c! XVE50.8, ~d! XVE50.9. The peak posi-
tions correspond to theTAN andTNA transition temperatures.
5-3
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FIG. 6. Log-log plot of the hysteresis widthDT versus tempera-
ture scanning rateR. The solid lines are the double logarithmic fi
of Eq. ~3!.
03170
scaling exponentsb for XVE50.6,0.7,0.8, and 0.9 sample
The averaged scaling exponent was found to be 0.409. S
lar scaling relation between the hysteresis width and
scanning rate was reported by Toombeset al. @27# during the
La2H II phase transition of fully-hydrated DOPE mixtur
The value of the exponentb produced by Toombeset al. was
approximately 1/4 which is nearly half of our result. Both th
results of Toombeset al. and our results are experiment
results. To the best of our knowledge there is no theoret
study, specifically based on field-theoretical models or mo
Hamiltonians, which gives this unexpected power-law re
tionship@Eq. ~3!#. This behavior needs further investigatio
As mentioned earlier, forXVE,0.6 samples, the hysteres
loops cannot be obtained, since the hysteresis widths w
narrower than the ones for the samplesXVE.0.6. For in-
stance, the hysteresis width isDT50.94 °C for XVE50.4

TABLE II. The scaling exponentb for various VE1AH mix-
tures@refer to Eq.~3!#.

XVE b

0.6 0.51960.053
0.7 0.31260.006
0.8 0.3460.003
0.9 0.46360.04
FIG. 7. TheTAN andTNA transition tempera-
tures versus temperature scan rateR for VE
1AH mixtures ~a! XVE50.6, ~b! XVE50.7, ~c!
XVE50.8, ~d! XVE50.9.
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FIG. 8. The presaturation thermal hysteres
loops at various scan ratesR belowTAN transition
temperatures for mixtures~a! XVE50.6, ~b! XVE

50.7, ~c! XVE50.8, ~d! XVE50.9.
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mixture. No scaling relation can be determined between
hysteresis widthDT and compositionXVE as mentioned pre
viously for the areas and compositionXVE . Here it is also
observed that the exponentb is nearly independent ofXVE
values. It should be noted that theTAN and TNA transition
temperatures are found to be dependent upon the ra
which the temperature is changed. We present theTAN and
TNA temperatures as a function of the scan rateR for various
VE1AH mixtures in Fig. 7, where it is apparent that th
hysteresis width decreases as the scanning rate decrea
expected. For low scanning rates, the loop areas bec
smaller and the saturation in the transmitted photon inten
takes place faster~Fig. 3!.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows partial hysteresis loop, where t
heating branch is reversed before saturation. These runs
gest new scaling exponents. Furthermore, the loops do
merge at the end of the cooling branch, suggesting gla
behavior. These phenomena are under current investiga
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In conclusion, this work has presented the scaling beh
ior of thermal hysteresis during theN-Sm-A and the Sm-A-N
transitions in VE1AH system. We have obtained the therm
hysteresis loops under linearly varying temperature in
frame of the transmitted photon intensity and temperatu
The area of the hysteresis loops increases with the temp
ture scanning rate and exhibits a scaling behavior@Eq. ~2!#
with an exponent equal to 0.692, which is in agreement w
the (F2)3 model value within the experimental resolution.
is observed that the exponent is independent of compos
XVE .
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